Installation of Traffic Signs on DelDOT Projects
Installation Change

- DelDOT no longer will be installing signs on projects.

- Installation will be performed by the Contractor.
New Items

1. Install/ Remove sign – each
2. Install/ Remove sign – square foot (more than 16 sq ft)
3. Core hole 6” deep or less – each
4. Core hole more than 6” deep - each
4 Week Process

- DelDOT will fabricate all signs and provide all materials necessary once contacted and ordered by the contractor as specified in the plans.

- Need four weeks notification. Delays can and will result if 4 weeks are not given.
Posts and Pick up

- Signs posts are 2” square tube consisting of 3 piece break away system

- Pick up all materials at:

  DelDOT Sign Shop, 14 Sign Shop Rd.
  Vasuki Hiraesave Building in Dover
References

- DE MUTCD
- Guide for Fabrication and Installation of Traffic Control Devices
- DelDOT
Sign Personnel & Contact Numbers

- **Traffic Operations Manager** –
  
  **Rick Tracy** 760-2562

- **Traffic Sign Shop Supervisor** –
  
  **Lori Hutson** 760-2581

- **Traffic Sign Installation Supervisors:**
  
  - **NC** – **Eddie Toulson** 326-4592
  - **KC** – **Erik Ball** 760-2593
  - **SC** – **Denise Coulbourne** 258-6211